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THE EFFECT OF WOMEN’S RIGHTS ON WOMEN’S
WELFARE: EVIDENCE FROM A NATURAL EXPERIMENT*
Silvia Pezzim'
This paper explores whether the welfare of women increased following the extension of
omen ’s rights between 19605 and 19905. Using individUal 1eve1 data on life satisfaCtion and
ocusing on Changes in birth control ﬁghts in tWelVe European countries, 1t shows that the"
xtension of both abortion ﬁghts and the pill1s strongly linked to an merease in life satisfaction
‘ of women of childbearing age. Birth control rights also increased women’ 5 investment 111 _
education, probability of working and income Other women’s rights have p10ved less ben'er:
ﬁc1a1.Mutua1 consent divorce laws decreased women ’s Welfare. High maternity protection on
the job has negligible effects.
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were enacted in the majoﬁty of Western countrles The1rgoa1-._Was [to improve ,_
women ’s welfare, and similarly to other public pohCy initiatives, they, required
funding to implement them. After ten to thirty years of such public policies, we can
evaluate their effects.
There is no bet a priori 011 the direction and thesize of these effects.‘W1th some ,
exceptions, economists generally expect an increase in welfare from policies that
remove binding constraints on Choices. In the public debate the opinion is frag—
mented. Some qualitative evaluations report that women ended up with a doub1e
burden from being both the primary caregiver 111 the family and a worker and that
ultimately women ‘Could not have it all’.
The data show that in the last thirty years women had fewer Children, studied
longer, worked more and earned a higher wage. The positive link between wage,
education and welfare is generally assumed. Instead of impcming this assumption, 1
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1 The ﬁrst quote is reported by Watkins (1998), the second by Marks (2001).
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